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QUICK FACTS 
 
Legal forms of philanthropic organizations included in the law: Corporation, Limited Liability 
Company, Trust 
 
There are other categories for charitable organizations such as Public Welfare Organization, 
Charitable Society, Non-Governmental Organization (NGO), and Nonprofit Organization. For further 
information, please see the 2022 United Arab Emirates Country Report Appendix. 
Five main social issues addressed by these organizations: Arts and Culture, Basic Needs, 
International Causes, Religion 
 
Average time established by law to register a philanthropic organization: More than 90 days 
 
Average cost for registering a philanthropic organization: Varies 
 
Registering or establishing a philanthropic organization (PO) is primarily only possible through a 
'royal decree' in one of the seven emirates that make up the United Arab Emirates (UAE). This is 
understandably difficult to obtain. Organizations often register abroad or will register in a free zone—
areas that are considered to be offshore. Abu Dhabi Global Markets and the Dubai International 
Financial Center are two popular free zones where many establish trusts or other similar 
organizations to carry out philanthropic activities. 
 
Government levels primarily regulating the incorporation of philanthropic organizations: 
Central/Federal Government, Local Government  
 
The UAE is a federal system that shares regulatory authority between federal and the 'emirate' (local) 
level. Each emirate has varying levels of regulatory maturity and complexity. For further information, 
please see the 2022 United Arab Emirates Country Report Appendix. 
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Philanthropic Environment Scores:  
 

Year 
Ease of 

Operating 
a PO 

Tax 
Incentives 

Cross-Border 
Philanthropic 

Flows 

Political 
Environment 

Economic 
Environment 

Socio-
Cultural 

Environment 

Overall 
Score 

2022 
GPEI 3.33 N.A. 3.00 3.00 5.00 3.50 3.57 

2018 
GPEI 2.83 4.25 3.50 3.00 N.A. 4.00 3.52 

Source: Indiana University Lilly Family School of Philanthropy, 2022 Global Philanthropy Environment Index 
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Key Findings 
 
I. Formation/Registration, Operations, Dissolution of a Philanthropic Organization (PO) 
 
The three indicator questions in this section pertain to the laws and regulations governing 
philanthropic organizations (POs). The scoring questions for this category cover three aspects of 
regulations: (A) formation and registration; (B) operations; and (C) dissolution.  
 
Question One: To what extent can individuals form and incorporate the organizations defined?  
 

Score: 2.0 
 
Each of the seven emirates have separate laws and processes. They are inconsistent, and there are 
several bodies within each emirate that are involved in establishment. Fundraising is also heavily 
restricted. Most organizations will register offshore as a result or seek establishment in freezones. 
For more information, please see the 2018 the United Arab Emirates Country Report available here: 
https://scholarworks.iupui.edu/handle/1805/16818 and the 2022 United Arab Emirates Country 
Report Appendix. 
 
Question Two: To what extent are POs free to operate without excessive government interference?   
 

Score: 3.0 
 
Reporting requirements are particularly inconsistent and burdensome. Reporting requests can be 
initiated at the national level to understand 'donation' activities; or at the local level by the regulator 
that oversees endowments or Islamic affairs in one particular jurisdiction. Reporting requests often 
come without warning and at inconsistent intervals.  
 
For more information, please see the 2018 the United Arab Emirates Country Report available here: 
https://scholarworks.iupui.edu/handle/1805/16818 
 
In 2021, a new law was introduced to combat cybercrimes, which heavily regulates fundraising. 
 
Question Three: To what extent is there government discretion in shutting down POs?  
 

Score: 5.0 
 
According to the country expert, there are no issues surrounding termination or draw-downs of POs. 
 
II. Domestic Tax and Fiscal Issues 
 
The two questions in this section pertain to laws and regulations governing the fiscal constraints of 
giving and receiving donations domestically.  
 
 
 

https://scholarworks.iupui.edu/handle/1805/16818
https://scholarworks.iupui.edu/handle/1805/16818
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Question Four: To what extent is the tax system favorable to making charitable donations?  
 

Score: N.A 
 
In general, there is no sales tax on items meant for donations.  

• The UAE introduced its Value Added Tax Law in 2017, which charges an average of five 
percent tax on goods and services. The law does not exempt philanthropic gifts (with the 
exception of a few charities from taxes.  

• The UAE introduced a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Fund in 2019, which 
encourages corporations to give on a voluntary basis but offers few financial incentives to do 
so. 

• Corporations and individuals are charged VAT for donations and/or purchases made for 
charities. 

• Corporations are not required by the UAE government to donate CSR funds. 
 
For further information, please see the 2022 United Arab Emirates Country Report Appendix. 
 
Question Five: To what extent is the tax system favorable to POs in receiving charitable donations? 
 

Score: N.A 
 
The list of charities that are exempt from value-added tax can be found here 
https://www.mof.gov.ae/ar/lawsAndPolitics/CabinetResolutions/Documents/charities-that-may-
recover-input-tax%20AR%26%20EN.PDF 
 
Charities are required to pay value-added tax in the following cases:  

• When purchasing/producing goods and services: this is seen as a business activity 
• Against donated goods if used for onward activities 
• Against goods/services provided to others for a giveaway or for a purpose other than charity 
• Against donated goods/services, for example if donations are received in the form of 

sponsorship 
• Few charities are exempt from the UAE’s Value Added Tax Law. For example, only 142 

designated charities are exempt from input tax—the tax paid against supplies needed for 
goods/service production. 

 
III. Cross-Border Philanthropic Flows 
 
The two questions in this section concern laws and regulations governing the fiscal constraints of 
giving and receiving cross-border donations. The scoring for these questions pertains to the donor 
and receiving entities.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.mof.gov.ae/ar/lawsAndPolitics/CabinetResolutions/Documents/charities-that-may-recover-input-tax%20AR%26%20EN.PDF
https://www.mof.gov.ae/ar/lawsAndPolitics/CabinetResolutions/Documents/charities-that-may-recover-input-tax%20AR%26%20EN.PDF
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Question Six: To what extent is the legal regulatory environment favorable to sending cross-border 
donations? 
 

Score: 4.0 
 
Donations made outside the country should be registered with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
International Cooperation so that they can be counted as foreign aid. This can be a cumbersome 
process, although it deals only with reporting and does not impede donation. 
 
Question Seven: To what extent is the legal regulatory environment favorable to receiving cross-
border donations? 
 

Score: 2.0  
 
Fundraising or the ability to receive donations is heavily regulated and only granted under express 
permission from local authorities who must be consulted in each instance of fundraising. 
 
IV. Political Environment  
 
The four indicator questions in the next three sections concern the political context, economic 
conditions, and socio-cultural characteristics that influence the environment for philanthropy.   
 
Question Eight:  To what extent is the political environment favorable for philanthropy? 
 

Score: 3.0 
 
There are very few POs in the country and most of them are affiliated with the government. Generally 
speaking, as they are already affiliated with the government, such as Emirates Foundation, 
Mohammed bin Rashid Global Initiatives, and Dubai Cares, they can be involved in local or federal 
policymaking or programming. For further information, please see the 2022 United Arab Emirates 
Country Report Appendix. 
 
Question Nine: To what extent are public policies and practices favorable for philanthropy? 
 

Score: 3.0 
 
In the UAE, the government absolutely promotes philanthropic giving and leads by example. The 
government announced the ‘Year of Giving’ in 2017. During that national announcement, individuals 
and organizations were encouraged to give through a multitude of channels.  The government also 
established a national volunteering digital platform to advertise volunteer opportunities and the royal 
family is generous both domestically and abroad, and leads by example when it comes to 
philanthropic gifts. However, most charities in the UAE are government-affiliated, and there is some 
pressure, either implicit or simply by the lack of alternatives, that donations go to the small universe 
of government-affiliated charities. 
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V. Economic Environment  
 
Question Ten: To what extent is the economic context favorable for philanthropy? 
 

Score: 5.0 
 
The UAE is home to significant inflows of wealth, as well as to individuals with decision-making 
authority over significant wealth (millionaires, billionaires and next-generation donors). The number 
of wealthy individuals decreased in 2020, due to the COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on global 
mobility. However, the UAE still provides a fertile landscape for giving. For further information, please 
see the 2022 United Arab Emirates Country Report Appendix. 
 
VI. Socio-Cultural Environment  
 
Question Eleven: To what extent are socio-cultural values and practices favorable for philanthropy? 
 

Score: 3.5 
 
Religious and cultural traditions are very supportive of philanthropy. The main shortcoming is that 
civil society is largely fragmented, small, and relatively immature. There is not much choice and there 
is not much emphasis on building capacity in the sector to ensure strong organizations. For further 
information, please see the 2022 United Arab Emirates Country Report Appendix. 
 
VII. Future of Philanthropy  
 
These questions are used to provide a general picture of the future of philanthropy in this country as 
well as recommendations to improve the philanthropic environment. 
 
Current state of the philanthropic sector  
 
Private, institutional philanthropy is immature due to a limiting policy environment (making it difficult 
to establish foundations) and deference to the existing government-affiliated charities. There is 
significant potential, given the strong economic position of the country and the rich diversity among 
a population that embodies cultural and religious foundations for giving. 

 
Three major recent events affecting the philanthropic landscape between January 2018 and 
December 2020 
 

1) A federal CSR Fund was announced and is marginally operational. 
2) VAT rules were clarified for donations and several community-based organizations were 

established or activated to support COVID-19 relief. 
3) 2018 was named the ‘Year of Zayed’ after the founding father, who was known to be a 

generous man. Several giving initiatives were enacted in his honor. 
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Future development trends in the philanthropic landscape  
 
There are only small pockets of crowdfunding and other types of digital fundraising happening, 
largely because the policy environment does not allow for real fundraising—particularly not online 
fundraising. There are a few government-backed impact bonds, but again, it is government backed 
and not foundation- or private-sector backed. The potential for giving exists, given the proportion of 
high net worth individuals in, and flowing into, the country. 
 
Three key recommendations to improve the environment for philanthropy 
 

• Ensure an enabling policy environment for establishing foundations and other civil society 
organizations. This will provide for an improved 'third' sector in the country and eliminate the 
need for philanthropists to register and conduct activities offshore. 

• Provide incentives to encourage charitable giving at the individual and corporate levels. 
• Re-examine the restrictions on fundraising to allow nonprofits to access alternative sources 

of funding. 
 
VIII. Philanthropic Response to COVID-19 
 
These questions are used to provide a general picture of the philanthropic response to the COVID-
19 pandemic in this country and recommendations for improving cross-sectoral collaboration. 
 
Areas where the nonprofit sector and philanthropy are playing a role in responding to COVID-19  
 
Food banks, meal services, and donations of PPE were the primary responses. 
 
Innovation and new trends in the nonprofit sector and philanthropy related to COVID-19 responses 
 
Some grant-application or reporting requirements were relaxed to ease the burden on nonprofits. 
 
Impact of COVID-19 on the philanthropic environment  
 
A small, fragmented in-country universe of civil society has become even smaller during the COVID-
19 pandemic. 
 
Anticipated impact of COVID-19 on the philanthropic environment in 2021 
 
The philanthropic sector will further contract as corporate donations and CSR office budgets 
decrease. Existing government-affiliated foundations will continue to attract and deploy funds. 
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A philanthropic environment can be characterized by 3 foundational and 3 structural elements1; 

foundational elements generate resources while structural elements transfer them 

Structural Elements (SE): Facilitate the transfer of philanthropic resources 

SEl. Ease of Operating 

Regulations related to formation, 
operation, and dissolution of 
philanthropic organizations. 

SE2. Incentives for Giving 

Policies governing fiscal 
(dis)incentives of giving and 
receiving donations domestically 
or internationally. 

SE3. Data, Resources, Talent 

Availability of evidence-based 
philanthropy resources that can 
help inform impactful giving; 
adequate human resources 
within the sector. 

Foundational Elements (FE): Generate philanthropic resources 

Foundational 
Elements are 
more difficult 
to build than 

Structural 
Elements as 
they require 
economic, 
social and 

cultural shifts FE1. Economic Enablement 

Economic and financial potential for giving 

FE2. Social Cohesion 

Community awareness of the importance of philanthropy in society and likelihood to engage in giving 

FE3. Cultural Tenets 
Cultural or religious philanthropic traditions that encourage giving 

1Elements are loosely adopted from the Global Philanthropy Environment Index (GPE). Original GPE includes an indicator for 'political environment' which we 
excluded for our purposes. All other GPE indicators were disaggregated and represented here, albeit under more local ly relevant headings. See Appendix for 
more information on the original index and how it was adapted. 3 





■ Strong Satisfactory Limited ■ Weak 

The UAE philanthropic environment's foundational elements are strong but could be improved; 
philanthropy is heavily focused on charitable gifts and not catalytic investments 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................................... . ................................... . ................................... . . . 

Elements Assessment of the UAE's Philanthropic Environment 

A large population of existing and potential givers in the UAE with substantial amounts of 
transferable wealth; FEl. 

Economic 
Enablement 

• UAE has a growing cohort of HNWls 

• UAE ranks #14 worldwide for number of HNWls globally 

• UAE ranks #1 in the region for amount of personal wealth held 
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FE2. Social 

Cohesion 

FE3. Cultural 

Tenets 

e appendix for a de 

The UAE is one of the most generous countries in the world, regularly practicing giving through the 
federal government (foreign aid), SM L, and residents/citizens; however, charity, not catalytic 
philanthropy, is more regularly practiced - likely a consequence of weaker structural elements such as 
lack of data or resources to inform philanthropy 

• UAE ranks #1 globally for humanitarian aid, relative national income 

• UAE SML are committed to humanitarian aid and have led important philanthropic initiatives 
through their own private funds 

• UAE residents rank #12 globally for charitable giving 

The Islamic culture of required (Zakat) and voluntary (Waqf, Sadaqa) giving cultivates a strong altruistic 
community in the UAE; however Islamic giving favors anonymous charity, not effective catalytic 
philanthropy 

• Each year, at least 59k UAE Muslim millionaires are required to give a total of $5.Sb in Zakat 

• The UAE is home to a transparent and advanced Zakat system, compared to other high-income 
Islamic countries 

• Islam encourages discretion when performing a good deed such as philanthropy; this tradition has 
been adopted by givers in the UAE and the region who regularly practice anonymous charity . This 
discretion can have an unintended consequence of limiting givers from inspiring generosity amongst 

aileWtf~seline and benchmark assessment of the UAE's philanthropic environment s 



 

    
     

        

        
       

     
   

  

         

    
      

  

  

 

    
    

    
   

   

     
    

  

    

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Strong Satisfactory Limited Weak 

The UAE philanthropic environment’s structural elements are weak 

Elements Assessment of the UAE’s Philanthropic Environment 
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SE1. Ease of 
Operating 

The process of registering a non-profit is difficult to navigate and access to resources (donations) is 
highly regulated and legally restricted; this reduces the number of private onshore foundations; 

• Non-profit registration is not centralized and requires Emiri decree and approvals from Emirate-
level regulators, as do fundraising activities 

• For ease of operating, UAE scores lower than the global average; 2.83 vs. 3.8/5, and significantly 
lower that the US and Europe (4+/5) in the Global Environment Index of 2018 

• As a result, 62% of nonprofits in the UAE are government-owned/affiliated; UAE has 98% fewer 
organizations than the sampled global average 

SE2. 
Incentives 
for Giving 

Unsurprisingly, fiscal incentives for giving in the UAE are more limited without a personal taxation 
system 

• Benefactors and beneficiaries (charities) are charged VAT for donations and/or purchases made 
for charitable causes, unlike many Western countries; e.g., UK offers an income tax deduction of 
20-45% the value of a gift 

• Corporate social responsibility is not mandated by the UAE government 

SE3. Data, 
Resources, 
Talent 

Few evidence-based philanthropy resources are available to inform or improve philanthropic 
outcomes, including few specially trained philanthropic leaders/staff; 

• No federal database of UAE philanthropy and few knowledge-producing platforms such as 
research centers and nonprofit rating bureaus 

• Limited incentivizing resources for the public, e.g., role models 

• Philanthropic Studies or related disciplines are rarely offered at local universities, reducing the 
number of specialists and experts capable of supporting the sector 

See appendix for a detailed baseline and benchmark assessment of the UAE’s philanthropic environment 
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With strong foundational, but weaker structural elements, the UAE philanthropic environment has 
unrealized potential 

Strong 
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Weak 

Vision-Only 

A fair environment that has the regulatory 

mechanisms for strong philanthropy, but 

not the resources, limiting giving potential 

Leader 

A good environment that has both strong 

resource fundamentals and functioning 

policies to transfer them, facilitating 

strategic giving 

-------------------------------------------------------------- ....-------------
Non-Starter 

A poor environment that has neither 

resource fundamentals nor the regulatory 

mechanisms to transfer them 

Unrealized Potential e 
A fair environment that has resource 

fundamentals, but not effective 

mechanisms to transfer them, leading to 

ad-hoc individual charitable giving 

Weak StrongFoundational Elements 

The UAE aims to become a 

leader in the philanthropic 

sector 

I; 
UAEAIJ 

PromotingGlobal 
Peace and Prosperity 

"The UAE will be a more 

effective donor, in addition 

to being a generous one." 

- UAE Policy for Foreign 

Assistance (2017 - 2021) 
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There is growing UAE public interest in philanthropy as illustrated by the rise in media attention 
and search engine results; the narrative has evolved to highlight individual and group efforts 

Searches for, and Mentions of "Philanthropy in the UAE" in the Media 

30k 26,300 • Growing public discourse and coverage 

about philanthropic activities, indicated by: 25k 

20k • Increased mentions in general 

Google search, with CAGR at 36%9,9908,34010k 5,570 • Increased number in Google articles, 

5k 1,381 1,986 2,320 3,140 -----= with CAG Rat 82% 
406 573 ;;;;;;;~= 1,340--- --=-= 2,108 - 2,4182780 • Upward trend of public interests in2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

philanthropy, indicated by: 

- # ofresults of "Philanthropy in the UAE" from Google Search • Increasing number of search for 

- # ofGoogle News articles related to "Philanthropy in the UAE" "Philanthropy" in the UAE, with 

- # ofsearch for "Philanthropy" in the UAE CAGR at 21% 

UAE philanthropists are speaking openly and actively about their philanthropy. e.g.: 

;K{tnlcti ttimrs ;Khalc.tj mimrs '\\'0 , I 1\ N The narrative on 

----2011---------2020----------2021------ philanthropy in the UAE 

Sheikh Mohammed launches 10 Philanthropists in UAE donate Emirati businesswoman Muna Al has evolved from its focus 

new humanitarian initiatives millions to fight Covid-19 Gurg on the importance of giving from national initiatives to 
back to socie~ include stories that feature 

individual and group 

contributions 
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While there is unrealized potential within the UAE's philanthropic environment, policy, private 
sector, and social trends in the last 5 years signal intentions to improve (1/2) 

Elements Evidence that Improvements are Underway 

FEl. Economic 

Enablement 
------- ............... 

Economic Enablement is strong and growing; no need for improvement (see baseline & benchmark). 

......................... . ................................... . . .......... . ....................... . . .......... . ................... ..... . ..... . .. 

Though Social Cohesion is challenged by the propensity for charity vs. effective catalytic philanthropy, interest in advancing 
the practice of giving confirms there is appetite for improvement. 

. Government interest: Policy for Foreign Assistance states the UAE aims to become a "more effective donor." 

Ill... 
C: 
C1J 
E 
C1J 

FE2. Social 

Cohesion 

...... .......... ...... 

• Private sector interest: Aldar invests AED 2M in Social Impact Bonds, the first of its kind in t he region1 . Impact bonds are a 
method to finance delivery of public services through innovation & social entrepreneurs (including investment funds and 
an HNWI network). 

. Corporate givers: ADX and DIFC join the UN Sustainable Stock Exchange (SSE) Initiative, reaffirming t heir intent to spur 
(and divulge) social impact.2 

.. . ........ ..... .... . ...... .. ..... .... . ........ .......... ...... .. .. ... ..... ...... .. .......... ...... .. .. ... ..... ...... .. ......... . ...... .. .. ... . 
LU -ra 
C: 

.2... 
ra 
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C: 
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LL. 

FE3. Cultural 

Tenets 

Though Cultural Tenets in the UAE favored anonymous charity in the past, transparent and modern ways of giving are on 
the rise, confirming comfort with more open discourse around philanthropy and modern ways ofgiving. 

. Increase in public displays of giving: 

UAE business leaders are building philanthropic foundations and legacies, e.g., Ghurair Foundation3 

UAE philanthropists are now featured in prominent public media, e.g., Sheikh Moh. Bin Ham on cover of Forbes 
Middle East 

7 GCC-based philanthropists are making public giving commitments via the Giving Pledge 

• Rise in modern methods: In 2019, UNHCR raised $43M in Zakat via online donations4 vs. $14M in 2016-' 185 

• Rise in public attention to philanthropy: since 2015, news on UAE philanthropy increased by 82% ( 19% annual growth 
rate) and Google searches on philanthropy increased by 36% 

. Social entrepreneurial ism among the new generation: in the next decade, $15.4trn in assets will be transferred to the new 
generation, who focus more on transparency around funding allocation and raising awareness around measuring impact 
and outcomes6• 

~ 
~~ Sources:. 1WAM (2020). 2Arab Exchanges (2019). 3Devex (2019). 4UNHCR (2020) . 5 WAM (2019). 6 Ph ilanthropy Age (2019) ' 



While there is unrealized potential within the UAE's philanthropic environment, policy and social 

trends in the last 5 years signaled intentions to improve (1/2) 

Elements Evidence that Improvements are Underway 

Though the process of registering and operating a non-profit in the UAE remains highly regulated, recent ini iatives and 
policy changes indicate government interest in facilitating philanthropy. 

• New initiatives: UAE launched YallaGive, the first licensed online donation and YALLAGIVESEl. Ease of crowdfunding platform in the Middle East1 

Operating 
• Policy changes: In recognition of the high demand for fund raising amongst confusing policies, Dubai int roduced new 

IACAD resolutions which spare first-time violators of fundraising rules2 

• Free zones: policies evolve slowly. Freezones are empowered to facilitate nonprofit registrat ions in the interim 

UI.... 
C Though the UAE does not yet mandate corporate social responsibility, new initiatives indicate a trend towards 
C1J 

incentivizing giving. E 
C1J 

• Federal initiatives: UAE launched a new CSR Fund in 2018 to encourage act ive privatew SE2. 
sector giving; the fund awards top performing business entities to encourage 

Incentives 
competitiveness in the field of CSR worldwide. 

'.c~for Giving 
• Emirate-level initiatives: Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid issued Law No. 17 in 2017 to support ·'\ 

and promote Awqaf; the law awards a the MBRGCEC Dubai Endowment Sign to entit ies ' 
that contribute substantially to social development3 • 

Though few evidence-based philanthropy resources are available in the UAE, local philanthropists startPrl i~e~li':t}r"" in 

knowledge-producing platforms and cross-border networks, evidence of interest in improvement. strategic
Philanthropy 

• Philanthropic research centers: Badr Jafr, prominent Emirati social entrepreneur, founded the ~ Ul\IVERSITYOf SE3. Data, V CAMBRIDGE Center for Strategic Philanthropy within the University of Cambridge Judge Business School: JuJ~t: Bu:sllu.:~Sd.1001
Resources, 

• Through a combination of research, execut ive education, and convening, the Center 
Talent aims to produce actionable knowledge to catalyze greater philanthropic impact. 

• Badr Jafr: "Now is the time to start building cross-border networks that will empower the next generation of 
strategic philanthropists ... facilitate the development of imaginative new solutions." 

1The National News (2020). 2Gulf News (2020). 3WAM (2017). 



Benchmark - SE2. SE3. 

Founctc111on"I Ele-me-nts fFE) 

FE2.. The UAE has attracted a large cohort of high-net-worth individuals, and its strong 
FE3. 

economy has generated a substantial amount of transferable wealth Economic Enablement 

High-net-worth-individuals in the UAE 

The UAE is an attractive destination for the world's 
wealthiest, having a large community of UHNWls and 
HNWls1 

Wealth 

UHNWls (>$30m) 

HNWls (>$1m) 

No. of Individuals 

1,305 

157,234 

The number of wealthy individuals is expected to 
3increase by "'24% in the next 5 years (157k to 206k)2, 

Personal Wealth Among UAE Residents 

As the number of wealthy individuals increases, so 
does personal wealth amongst UAE residents, 

• Individual wealth in the UAE surged from $319b to 
$400b in the past five years (2014-2019)3 

• In the next decade, $160b in wealth will transfer 
to the next generation 

As personal wealth increases, a cohort of givers emerges: 

~ 
®®vii! 

In the report of 
million-dollar 
donations in the 
Middle East by 
Coutts4, the UAE was 
the source of 14 of 20 
gifts worth $1m+. 

2016 

The 
Giving 
Pledge 

Seven billionaires in 
the UAE joined The 
Giving Pledge, a 
commitment by the 
richest to donate 
most of their wealth 
for philanthropy. 

2020'15 '16 '17 '18 '19 '20 '21 '22 '23 '24 '25 

1HNWls (high-net-worth individuals) are worth upwards of $1m, and UHNWls (ultra-high-net-worth individuals) are wort h upwards of $30m 
2The number of wealthy individuals decreased in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on global mobility 
Sources: 3 Knight Frank 2021 Wealth Report, 3Boston Consulting Group (2019) 4Coutts Million Dollar Donors Report (tracks philanthropic gifts worth $1m+) 
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Federal aid is an important element of the UAE's public diplomacy outreach; the 
FEl. 

FE3. 

country has committed substantial aid to developing countries Social Cohesion 

Charity is practiced through: 

1. Foreign Aid: The UAE is one of the most generous countries 

92% of UAE's 2018 foreign aid came directly from the UAE 

government and AD Fund for Development, with the rest 

generally provided by government-affiliated charities 

Entity Focus AED m (% of Total) 

Development, 3865.4m 
Federal Gov't Jit humanitarian (50%) 

AD Fund for 3282.Sm(0 • lnt'I development :;;;;;;-;-'.:".:~=Development (42%) 

Emirates Red c~- -·--,- Emergency relief, 157.7m 
Crescent health (2%) 

Sharjah Charity 57.lm
Humanitarian

Assoc. ="•":t'::' (1%) "" 
Khalifa bin Relief, health, 56.4m 

~ 
~~-Zayed Fdn R&D (1%) 

Dar Al Ber ~ 46.4m 
~?,-,:; Humanitarian

Society (1%) 

Education, 38.9m~Dubai Cares .,_.;c- children (0.5%) 

Dubai Charity Education, social, 35.9m JltAssoc. religious (0.5%) 

Al Maktoum Education, health, 20.0m 
Fdn special need (0.3%) 

Thematically, most aid (92%} went to development assistance, 

including: 

g rm ffi/!:!::a.Co~dit P~m Agricultur 
y aid assistance Transport e Energy 

© ~ (9G~iihdl: CIVI 

structure Health Education society Other 

Geographically, most donations went to the Arab world; M iddle 

East and North Africa received 16% and 78% of aid respectively: 

-::.. -
<AED 1 million 

e AED 1 -10 million 

AED 10- 50 million 

AED 50- 100 million 

e AED 100 - 1,000 million 

e >AED 1,000 million 

® source: 2018 UAE Foreign Aid Report, MoFA 

mailto:i&bi,@if.Wl;@,@,idid
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The UAE's senior most leadership are committed to humanitarian aid and 
FEl. 

FE3. 

philanthropic giving, and have led many important initiatives Social Cohesion 

INon-exhaustive 

2. Senior Most Leadership (SML) Generosity: In addition to int'I aid, UAE's SML give generously of private funds 

Global Health earned 50% of SML giving over five years 2013 - 2017 (AED 861.7m) 

Global Polio Vital vaccines for Combat Ebola virus GAVI (2015) (2017) ~ REACHING,. 
• LASTMILE

Eradication (2011) children (2013) (2014) AED 18.35m . Last Mile Fund: AED 73m 0 •u•c 
AED440m AED 183.6m AED 18.3m . Roll Back Malaria: AED 18.4m r~~~Y!~POLIO~~• . Polio Eradicat ion: AED 110m PoLiori~°' 

General Development earned 25% of SML giving over five years 2013 - 2017 (AED 421.Sm), e.g.: 
Morocco solar/wind energy plants (2013): AED 367m 
Snow removal machines for Jordan (2013): AED 15.Sm 

Food Provisions earned 11% of SML giving over five years 2013 - 2017 (AED 185m) 

8% Education and Culture earned 8% of SML giving over five years 2013 - 2017 (AED 45.7m) 

Launched Khalifa Launched the Emirates Declared 2017 as the Year 

Foundation, funding welfare Polio Campaign to support of Giving, int roducing _ \ ;;;:~ 
J-"f' :.-!)(-..,.,.,,-~~--- "t . .£,,1 2017".A-"•LJ,·, u ••i,.._initiatives in 80+ countries ----~~-· healthcare programs in hundredsof humani anan -;ff ""•'-·· -,Jn1,·.:,.l»,.w 

(2007) Pakistan (2013) initiat ives (2016) 

® Innovation: AED 386m rn1' Empowerment: AED 181m 
H.H. Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid established ~ Education: AED 335m @ Healthcare: AED 118m
the MBR Global Initiatives in 2015, an umbrella 
with 30+ humanitarian projects. In 2019, gave: ~ Humanitarian Aid: AED 262m 

H.H. Sheikh Sultan Al Qasimi launched Sharjah H.H. Sheikh Sultan Al Qasimi launched Saqr 

Charity International in 1989 Foundation for charity in 2004 

iiJ~~Hi.J_1lwll~ 
Shlj1 , Chur.flllem1ffl'n1I 
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UAE citizens and residents have responded to their rising incomes and the model set 
FE3. 

by its leaders with their own significant charitable giving Social Cohesion 

n Covid-19 Initiative 

3. Citizen and Resident Generosity: UAE residents are active givers, with most donations taking~ e form of 
charitable, one-off gifts directly to beneficiaries 

J,~"at· ~ 2017 711, _../.. · .... 

"Year of Giving" 

Raised AED 1.6 billion 
through CSR initiatives in the 
first three quarters of 2017 

u0Lni.lI '99.l.iD 
19-~g.S w 1-;_nooi?oU 

Community Solidarity fund V$, COVI0-19 

"Community Solidarity 
Fund" 

Healthcare donations 
reached AED 144 million 

within 2 months 

" TOGETHER• ,0 

~ "WEARE 
GOOD 

'Together We Are Good' 
Program 

Raised AED 1 billion from 
over 30,000 community 
contributions in 100 days 

10 
MILLION 
MEALS 

"10 Million Meals" 

Donations secured 14 million 
meals, worth AED 140 

million within two weeks 

UAE individual philanthropists also show solidarity and generosity in the time of crisis, e.g., during COVID-19: 

Abdul Rahim Al Zarouni, Chairman of the Omar Abdulla Al Futtaim, Vice Chairman of Al 
Zarouni Group, allocated AED 10m to support Futtaim Group, set up AED 100m fund to 
medical and preventive supplies in Dubai. support retailers in Dubai. 

Diaspora philanthropists residing in the UAE also give generously, e.g.: 

Sunny Varkey Shamsheer Vayali M.A. Yusuff Ali 
Varkey Foundation VPS Healthcare Lulu Group 
Supports education Supports UAE, regional, Supports Dubai Cares 
initiatives including the and India-based health and other community-
global teacher prize. initiatives. based initiatives. if£ 15 

mailto:i&bi,@if.Wl;@,@,idid
https://u0Lni.lI
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Though generous, UAE givers regularly practice charity and humanitarian aid; local 
FEl. 

FE3. 

philanthropy is not yet classified as catalytic or focused on long term impact Social Cohesion 

UAE philanthropy is mostly traditional and focuses on 
charity and humanitarian aid. Contributions, therefore, 

temporarily improve a situation, but are unlikely to 
create lasting reform. 

Unlike traditional giving practices, catalytic philanthropy 
focuses on long-term impact. Catalytic philanthropy is 

characterized by four elements1: 

1 

Donors take 
responsibility for 

achieving results; form 
clear, practical goals and 

measure impact 

3 
Donors complement 

traditional grantmaking 
with tools from outside 

the nonprofit sector; 
e.g., investment capital, 

advocacy/litigation 

2 

Donors use data and 
resources to inform 

their actions and 
motivate the actions of 

others 

4 

Nonprofits mobilize 
campaigns for change by 
stimulating cross-sector 

collaborations and 
bringing stakeholders 

1Source: Catalytic Philanthropy, Stanford Social Innovation Review (2009) 

Advocates of Catalytic Philanthropy 

"You still find a vast, unexplored space of 
innovation where the returns can be 
fantastic. This space is a fertile area for 
what I call catalytic philanthropy." 

- Bill Gates 
,-.,~.,.-............. ................-

Truly catalytic philanthropists often 
'punch above their (financial) weight' by 
leveraging their voice, community 
relationships, and non-grantmaking skills 
such as convening and capacity building to 
drive social change. 

- Excerpt from Do More Than Give 

Case Study (Illustrative) 

Between 2015-2017, drug use in Montana dropped 45% 
and drug-related crimes fell 62%. This was achieved by: 

1. Donor responsibility: Thomas Seibel devoted 
substantial time/money to the issue 

2. Research: Seibel identified the root issue; first-time 
users were typically teenagers unaware of risks 

3. Awareness-raising campaign: ad-budget of $2m 

4. Tools from outside philanthropy: Seibel hired a 
private ad company and Hollywood director to 
mana e the cam ai n 

16 
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FE2.. Islam promotes generosity of many UAE citizens and residents through required and 
FEl. 

voluntary giving mechanisms 

Voluntary Waqf (Endowments) 
giving 

Donated to long-term projects, e.g., build a school 

Valued up to 1/3 of 
an individual's wealth 

Promotes regular 
charity throughout 

the year 

Required 
Zakat (Islamic Alms) giving 

Distributed to the poorest communities to improve social 

development, e.g., education, health, food security, etc. 

Third pillar of Islam; 
obligatory for all 

Muslims 

Seen as a duty and 
a source of pride 

Valued at 2.5% of 
an individual's 

wealth 

Centrally managed 
in the UAE through 

the Zakat Fund 

Cultural Tenets 

• In the GCC and UAE, the 

culture of Awqaf is more 

widespread than other 

parts of the Arab world1 

• Each year, at least 59,000 

Muslim millionaires in the 

UAE are required to pay a 

total of $5.Sb in Zakat2 

• The beneficiaries of Zakat 

are mentioned in the 

Quran: only for the poor 

and needy3 

Across all forms of giving, Islam encourages discretion when performing charity: "A man who gives in charity and hides it, such 

~ that his left hand does not know what his right hand gives." - Hadith: Abu Hurairah, Saheeh Al Bukhari (English translation) ta; 
~ Sources: 1Philanthropy in the Arab Region, Philanthropy for Social, Justice, and Peace ('18). 2Arabian Business ('21). 3Philanthropy and Islam, Philanthropy Impact ('21)17 

mailto:i&bi,@if.Wl;@,@,idid
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FE2..Though Islamic giving is generous, it focuses heavily on charity and not innovative 
FEl. 

Cultural Tenetsphilanthropic investments 

Zakat1 

• The purposes for which zakat funds are eligible are 
primarily humanitarian in nature (food, education, 
health, etc.). 

• In the UAE, Islamic giving is centrally managed rt@) 
by the Zakat Fund which funds its own ~ 

ilbiJI...;9:w::,
projects undertaken by its partners. ~~.!~~ 

• Disadvantaged communities can apply online to 
become beneficiaries of the Zakat Fund. 

• Since 2013, the Fund collected AED 1.14b. 

• The Zakat Fund covers 17 projects, including: 

0

f ~ & 
Supporting Relieving Funds for 
families of insolvent people of 
orphans debtors determination 

A ~ e 
Funds for Funds for the 
widowed poor during Eid Assistance for 
women al Fitr the unemployed 

Waqf2 

• The General Authority of Islamic Affairs and 
Endowments (GAIAE) oversees the administration 
of all Awqaf (excluding Dubai). 

• Sample disbursement channels include: 

UD 
Mosques and School buildings Social and 
Islamic Affairs and educational humanitarian 

expenses operations affairs 

• Awqaf in Dubai are managed by the Islamic Affairs 
and Charitable Activities Department (IACAD). 

• To drive innovation in Awqaf and ~~~~ 

diversify away from solely charitable ·~~.,Y· 
causes, The Mohammed bin Rashid ~ · 0 0 9 f' 

.~ Endowment '/
Global Center for Endowment .., ;// 
Consultancy (GCEC) recognizes public •.~.....~...~/ 

and private entities with sustainable social 
contributions (innovative endowments). 

Source: Zakatfund.gov.ae@ 1 

2Source: Awqaf.gov.ae 

mailto:i&bi,@if.Wl;@,@,idid
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FE2.. Operating non-profit organizations in the UAE can be complicated as the relevant 
FE3. 

regulations are difficult to navigate Ease of Operating 

2Experts point to key challenges affecting non-profits in the UAE1, : 

1 

1 The process of registering a non-profit is difficult to navigate (described overleaf) 

Registration is not centralized; various gov't authorities are involved, 
making the process unclear 

Institutions require Emiri decree to establish an onshore organization in 
several emirates, which is difficult to obtain 

Emirate-level regulators introduce requirements which are not always adequately communicated or 
are difficult to fulfil 

~ UAE Cabinet takes final decisions on registering organizations in the UAE, after consideration by the 
~ Ministry of Community Development or Ministry of Social Affairs 

2 Access to resources (donations) is highly regulated and legally restricted 

~ Emirate-level regulators must approve fundraising activities for each campaign before it starts 
c=, 

II e II A cybersecurity law challenges online fundraising; without prior approval, online fundraising is 
,:::::::::::,,,0:::::::::, punishable by fine (up to AED S00k) or imprisonment (up to 3 years)3 

1=-~1 Private banks are pressured to scrutinize donations, making them wary of providing services to local 
non-profit organizations 

Source: 
1Harvard Kennedy School, Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs, Growth of Institutional Philanthropy in the UAE (2018) 

~ 2Sheikh Saud bin Saqr Al Qasimi Foundation for Policy Research, What is the Status ofState-funded Philanthropy in the UAE? (2016) 
~ 3UAE Federal Law No. 5 of 2021 on Combatting Cybercrimes 

mailto:i&bi,@if.Wl;@,@,idid
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FEl. 
FE2.. Organizations are not only subject to federal regulators, but they are also governed 
FE3. 

Ease of Operatingby emirate- level authorities - this increases the bureaucratic burden on nonprofits 

1 1ACAD: Islamic Affairs and Charitable Activities. 2CDA: Community Development. 3NGO: Non-governmental Organization. Source: lnt'I Center for Not-for-Profit l.clw® 

• AD and Dubai, the largest emirates in terms of commercial/philanthropic activity, each have separate nonprofit regulators. 

• Dubai has the most regulations: onshore regulators, free trade zones separate bodies of regulation (Humanitarian City, DIFC). 

• Regulatory environment likely dissuades impactful formal institutional philanthropy and promotes ad hoc 'check writing' charity. 

Dubai 

r-6d--

Onshore UAE (exc. Dubai) Onshore DIFC lnt'I Humanitarian City 

Main 
Regulatory 
Bodies 

Philanthropic 
organizations 
Allowed 

. MoSA 
Ministry of Social Affairs (MoSA) . IACAD1 

. CDA2 

. PWA 
Public Welfare Associations (PWA) . Charitable societies . NG03 

. DIFC Authority . IACAD (donations) 

. Nonprofit incorporated 
organizat ions with finance 

core operations 

. IHC Authority . IACAD (donations) 

. Nonprofit organizations 

Permitted 
Activities 

In line with PWA, society, organization's constitutional documents 
In line with the organization's 
constitut ion & relevant 
regulatory bodies 

Activities must include disaster 
relief aid in response t o 
humanitarian, natural, or envirc 
disasters 

# of Licensed 
Philanthropies 

(Unable to determine) 16 17 56 

Local and Cross-
Border Funding 

Regulatory approval required 
Regulatory approval from 

IACAD and CDA required 

Regulatory approval from 

IACAD required 

Regulatory approval from t he 
IHC Authority and IACAD 
required 

Financial 
Reporting 

Yes (balance sheet) Yes (account statements) Yes (annual audited accounts) Yes (certified auditor's reports) 

Fines Imposed 
for Violations 

Up to AED 10k AED 500 - AED 200k AED 3.6k - AED 91.8k AED 200 - AED 500 •-- 20 

mailto:i&bi,@if.Wl;@,@,idid
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FEl. 
FE2.. Owing to the UAE's regulations, institutional giving in the UAE is predominantly 
FE3. 

government-led with limited private involvement Ease of Operating 

Non-exhaustive 

Foundation Registrations in the UAE 

62% 

Government affiliated or owned 
by the UAE's royal family 

38% 

Private organizations mtillli [ill illiillu ~ 
5HARJAH ART FOUNDATI ON (17% independent, 14% corporate, and 7% family-owned) 

r:~ 
0 I J I '.' 11 il...ill_w~ iu 

United Aro~ Emi,o~•s A l JA L I LA FOU N DAT I ON 
Most private foundations 

I . • • • in the UAE are registered
.c Lb.A.J I L5U '.l i'U,....---

• off-shore
Dubai Cares EMIRATES~~ 

FOUNDATION -c.,GL_____olp 
f(IIII ¥(JUT)<Cl(V(~ _,L....,;Jt .__.__J 

tiljmi ui iJIOJll u.iJ ilDlWJ CUWJJ(IC J /) Only a few private 
SALAMA BINT HAMDAN /4 
Al NAHYAN FOUNDATION ~~~ organizations are <::'•:::>~.:::aL---;-o 

Jl..i..b':il9,L..ill<½L.:..>l registered onshore THUMBAYIUUJ fOtU.tTIU fO110lltl l (Nll l)l! I 
FOUNDATION 

-.._,...,_._ •o- • l:;i · , ,_C( 11.~Tl)ucJ, ing Hvts
•"--"'-'"---""'-"" --.. ·--· .- ,.... ,.... ., _.~~ ,-" 
• , ' '"'l <......i:,LiL.llJv-,

SHflKII SAL') BIN SAQll AL 0AS!Ml ,:;-
ADMAFFOLN)AT I ON FCF. POL ! CY RESfAftCH ~ ·! VARKEY . -~1_;,.JlcJl--._,.-,,...._;.. 

. Us.o. S...LC.H AL G u RC 

.uj (µ ~ ~.ili:, :!~Gfl ' ~l~l.l...4'l-e ~ \gCHA.il tTY~OU NO~T ION 

~ FOUNDATION 16 
.. . ll,pll uWL!>JI v..1.c Q.b.ob.o.lJ ~ Chlll,f~ lives through e.iJ.{cdion (ffi MAJID AL FUTTAIM CHARln FOUNDATIDH ~ -..;,;;: 

The Mohamed bin Zayed SPECIES CONSERVATIONFUND LEGATUM 

Government affiliated Private off-shore foundations Private on-shore foundations 

® 1Source: Harvard Kennedy School, Belfer Center for Science and International Affai rs, Growth ofInstitu tional Philanthropy in the UAE (2018) 

https://Q.b.ob.o.lJ
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FE2.. Fiscal incentives for giving in the UAE are limited, and therefore do not encourage 
FEl. 

FE3. 

Incentives for Givingthe practice of philanthropy for either benefactors or beneficiaries 

• The UAE introduced its Value Added Tax law in 2017, which charges an average of 5% tax on goods and services 
-the law does not exempt philanthropic gifts (with exception of a few charities1) from taxes. 

• The UAE introduced a CSR Fund in 2019, which encourages corporations to give on a voluntary basis but offers 
few financial incentives to do so. 

Benefactor (Corporations and Individuals) 

• Corporations and individuals are charged VAT for 
donations and/or purchases made for charities 

• Corporations are not required to donate funds 
(CSR) by the UAE government 

Details 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR} ~:.h':ll I(;}·~,
.:,l=,,_.:JJ C ~ f'r. 

The CSR UAE Fund encourages the private CSR UAE 

sector to engage in socially responsible practices 

• In case of donations through CSR, corporations receive little 
monetary incentive beside a small reduction in government 
fees (license registration) 

Beneficiary (Non-Profits) 

• In most cases, charities are required to pay VAT 

Details 

Charities are required to pay VAT in the following cases: 

• When purchasing/ producing goods and services - this is 
seen as a business activity 

• Against donated goods if used for onward activities 

• Against goods/services provided to others for give-away 
or for a purpose other than charity 

• Against donated goods/services e.g., if donations are 
received in the form of sponsorship 

1Few charities are exempt from the UAE's VAT law. For example, only 142 designated charities are exempt from ' input tax' - tax paid against supplies needed for 

~ good/service production. f£ 
~ Source: Federal Tax Authority (Oct 2018) 22 
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FE2.. Few evidence-based philanthropy resources are available to inform or improve 
FEl. 

FE3. 

Data, Resources, Talent philanthropic outcomes 

Who benefits? Why is this important? Status in UAE 

Formal 
reporting 
mandates 

• Government/ Policy . NGOs 
• Philanthropists 

Informs policy changes 
• Disclosure of financial information could help the UAE understand 

the size/scope of its philanthropic sector, and identify gaps 
• Financial transparency could motivate giving 

None 

Philanthropic 
research center 

Non-profit 
rating bureau 

Community 
engagement 

• Government/ Policy 
• Philanthropists . Scholars, academics 
• Beneficiaries 

• Government 
• Philanthropists 

. Individuals 
interested in giving 

• Scholars, academics 

Encourages greater giving 
• Greater quantity of more quality research could help foundations 

become more cognizant of underserved areas, and be able to more 
reliably identify possible support opportunities 

• 2016 Arab Giving Survey of HNWls in GCC found that transparency 
in spending and reporting of results could motivate more giving 

Increases giving and impact per dollar 
• Provides recommendations on where to direct donations based on 

organizations' performance, track-record, and areas of focus 
Increase opportunities to collaborate 
• Provides a platform to communicate philanthropic trends, and 

identify which areas are over/under-funded 
• Opportunity for HNWls and active givers to connect 

None 
Few knowledge 
reports produced 

None 

w 
E.g., Qasimi Fnd 
Philanthropy in Ed 

Role models 
• Individuals 

interested in giving 

Encourages greater giving . Residents and citizens who set up high-impact private foundations 
model giving to others, promoting regular or impactful charity 

F-e 
E.g., Abdullah Al 
Ghurair 

Some UAE philanthropic leaders cite the existing shortcomings, e.g.: 

"The challenge, however, is the lack of data and "Today, anywhere between 400b to a trillion 
information available to help guide dollars is dispersed in Islamic philanthropy. But 
philanthropists to make sound and informed where is that money going? We unfortunately 
decisions." simply don't know enough." 

Sheikh Mohammed Bin Ham Al Ameri, Badr Jaffar, 
Philanthropy Age (2020) Alli ance Magazine (2020) A.. 

ft 23 
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FE2.. 

-
The UAE continues to be one of the most attractive destinations for HNWls; it ranks 

FE3. 

#14 for number of UNHWls globally and leads the MENA region in wealth held Economic Enablement 

Globally, the UAE ranks #14 for the number of UHNWls per capita (million)1 

976 

The UAE leads Arab 
countries in # of 

UNHWls per capita 
(million) 

17 4 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16 . 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22 . 23. 24. 25. India 
Switzerland US Singapore NZ HK Austria Norway FranceGermanylreland Canada UK Italy UAE Australia KSA Spain Japan Sout h Russia Ch ina Mexico Turkey Brazi l Sout h 

Korea Africa 

Regionally, the UAE also leads in total amount of wealth held by HNWls2 

$825B 
$744B 

$482B $422B 

UAE Israel KSA Turkey 
1UNHWI stands for ultra-high-net-worth individuals, people with investable assets of at least $30 million. Source: The Wealth Report 2020, Knight Frank. 
2HNWI stands for high-net-worth individuals, people with investable assets of at least $1 million. Source: The Wealth Report 2020, Knight Frank. 
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Due to its generous government-led foreign and humanitarian aid practices, the UAE 
FEl. 

FE3. 

Social Cohesion is globally ranked as the most generous nation 

UAE ranks 5th globally as a major donor 
of humanitarian funding 

Most Generous Humanitarian Aid Donors by 
Value of Humanitarian Aid 

us $6,646m 

Germany 

EU 
Institutions 

UK 

UAE 

Saudi Arabia 

2018 int'I humanitarian aid 

Chart: Global Humanitarian Assistance Report 2019 

Source : Development Initiatives 

UAE ranks 1st globally as a generous 
donor relative to national income 

Most Generous Humanitarian Aid Donors 

by% of Gross National Income 

UAE 0.55% 
0.26% Kuwait 

0.20% Saudi 
0.17%Sweden 
0.17% 

Norway 0.16% 
Denmark 0.16% 
UK 0.09% 
Germany 0.08% 
Ireland 0.08% 
Netherlands 
Belgium 
Switzerland 
Finland 
Canada 

Luxembourg 

us 
Qatar 

2018 int'I humanit arian aid as a % of Gross Nat ional Income 

Chart : The New Humanit arian 

Source: Development Init iatives 
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FEl. 

The UAE's residents also frequently practice charity; the UAE is ranked 12th globally 
FE3. 

for individual and private giving Social Cohesion 

• The UAE is the only Arab country which continues to rank in the Top 20 over five years 

• Most UAE residents invest in helping strangers (71%) and donate money on a regular basis (60%) 

• Few UAE residents (23%) volunteer their time - this could be due to limited opportunities/visibility into opportunities 

World Giving Index Scores (5-Year Average)1,2 

Country 

1. Myanmar a 
Total Score (%) 

64 
Helping a stranger 

52 
Donating money 

90 
Volunteering 

48 
2.USA A: 

-
60 75 62 43 

3. New Zealand • 59 65 68 43 
4. Australia ~ 58 66 69 43 
5. Ireland 4 ► 56 61 66 40 
6.Canada 
7. Indonesia 
8. UK 
9.Kenya 
10. Sri Lanka 

~ ··~ 
si • 

i-

56 
55 
54 
53 
53 

65 
44 
61 
72 

57 

64 
73 
70 
44 
54 

39 
47 
31 
44 
48 

11. Netherlands - 52 54 68 35 
12. UAE C 51 71 60 23 

13. Malaysia M 51 58 59 37 
14. Bhutan _:;,~ so 53 58 40 
15. Malta • 49 48 73 26 
16. Norway ' ..,. 

, .. 48 53 62 31 
17. Iceland 
18. Singapore 
19. Germany 

, ;;;;... 
•... 

48 
46 
45 

49 
so 
58 

69 
58 
52 

27 
29 
26 

20. Denmark ... 45 55 57 23 

1The World Giving Index uses three metrics: helping strangers, donating money to charity, and volunteering time at an organization. 

~ 2Data represents average participation in countries surveyed in three or more different calendar years in the period between 2013 - 2017. 

~ Source: The World Giving Index, Charities Aid Foundation 
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FE2.. The UAE enables religious giving through a more transparent and advanced Zakat 
FEl. 

governance system compared to the seven other high-income Islamic countries Cultural Tenets 

Comparative analysis of Zakat systems in high-income Islamic countries 

Governing body 

Structure 

Imposition 

Zakat distribution 

Statistics available 

Online payment 

Online application 
for Zakat.. 
---1 ■- ·--·•-,<JJ• 

Bahrain I 
Ministry of 
Justice & 
Islamic 
Justice 

Centra I ize d 

Voluntary 

Local 

Unpublished 

Yes 

No 

Brunei ~ 

Religious 
Council, 

Ministry of 
Religious 
Affairs 

Centralized 

Voluntary 

Local 

Unpublished 

Yes 

No 

Kuwait C 

Ministry of 
Waqf and 

Islamic 
Affairs and 
Ministry of 

Finance 

Centralized 

Voluntary 
under MWIA, 
compulsory 
under MoF 

Local and 
oversea 

Unpublished 

Yes 

No 

Oman fl, 
Zakat 

Department, 
Ministry of 

Endowments 
& Religious 

Affairs 

Centralized 

Voluntary 

Local 

Unpublished 

Yes 

Yes 

Qatar t 
Zakat Fund, 
Ministry of 
Awqaf and 

Islamic 
Affairs 

Centralized 

Compulsory 
for public-

listed 
companies 

Local and 
overseas 

Unpublished 

Yes 

No 

Saudi e 
General 

Authority of 
Zakat and 

Tax, M inistry 
of Finance 

Centralized 

Compulsory 
to all Saudi 
individuals 

and 
companies 

Local and 
overseas 

Unpublished 

Yes 

No 

UAE C 
Zakat Fund, 
Ministry of 

Islamic 
Affairs and 

Endowments 

Centralized 

Voluntary 

Local and 
overseas 

Published 

Yes 

Yes 

• UAE and Oman provide online Zakat fund applications for beneficiaries who can directly request funding from the government 

• Unique to th e UAE, the Zakat Fund provides 13 years of collection and distribution statistics, made public through its website 

Source: Analysis of Zakat System in High-Income Islamic Countries, Journal of Muamalat and Islamic Finance Research (Dec 2019) 
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FEl. 
FE2.. Registering and operating non-profit organizations in the UAE is more difficult than 
FE3. 

the global average and on par with the region Ease of Operating 

US & Canada MENA's performance 

East & South • The MENA's low score reflects highly restrictive practices in the region; unclear 
Europe laws allow for arbitrary and intimidating practices, e.g.: 

Eastern Asia High increase in involuntary terminations of non-profits 

Central Asia, Inability to receive foreign grants or transfer out of the country 
South Caucasus 

The UAE compared to the best performing regions 
Latin America 

• North/Western Europe and US & Canada are the highest performing regions, while 
also representing the largest economics2 

Sub Saharan Africa 

• Countries in these regions promote enabling philanthropic policies: 
South/Southeast 
Asia Low registration costs: < $1k 

UAE • Short registration time: 0 - 30 days 
Uncharacteristically, 

the UAE does not • Clear policies to form, operate, dissolve organizations 
MENA significantly 

outperform the 
Source: Lilly Family School of Philanthropy region in this area 

Global Philanthropy Environment Index 2018 (score out of 5) 

Ease of Operating1 The UAE's performance 

3.8 • UAE performs lower than the global average (2.83 vs. 3.8)
@ ... ~ 

• UAE performs significantly lower than North/Western Europe (2.83 vs. 4. 79) and US &0 1 2 3 4 5 

4.75 

Canada (2.83 vs. 4.75) 
North/Western 
Europe 

4.79 
• UAE performs slightly better than its regional average (2.83 vs. 2.8) 

1Ease of operating is defined as: Ease of (1) incorporating a philanthropic organization; (2) operating a philanthropic organization; and (3) government discret ion 

~ to close a philanthropic organization. if£ 
~ 2US ($21.43 trillion), Canada ($1.74 trillion), and North/Western Europe (e.g., Germany $3.7 trillion) are among the top 10 la rgest economies (GDP ) in 2019. 30 
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FEl. 
FE2.. Likely related to low ease of operating, the UAE and the GCC are home to fewer 
FE3. 

private non-profits than regional and international peers Ease of Operating 

Types of Non-profit Organizations in GCC and non-GCC Arab 

Countries (%)1 

• State-funded 

79% • Private foundations 

• Funded by corporations 

GCC Non-GCC Arab 

Compared to the rest of the MENA, few private 
foundations are registered in the GCC (16% vs. 56%) 

1 Source: Education and Philanthropy in the MENA, Indiana University ('19) 

Globally, the UAE is home to a significantly smaller 
number of philanthropic organizations 

Number of Philanthropic Organizations per Million Capita2 

1. Hungary !:::::::::::::::::::::.- 2,141 2. Switzerland .- 1,977 
!:::::----■ 1,357 3. Sweden

4. Finland 

5. Poland6.Norway 
7. Netherlands 

8. Hong Kong 
9.USA 

10. Bulgaria 
11. Germany 
12. Australia 

Czech 
14. Spain 

15. UK 
16. Canada 

17. It aly 
18. Austria 
19. France 

20. Slovakia 
21. Turkey 
22. Croatia 
23. Russia 

24. Belgium 
25. Portugal 

26. Ireland 
27. Chile 

28. UAE 
. ina 

30.KSA 
31. Argentina 

32. Mexico 
33. Ukraine 

34. Peru 
35. Colombia 

.- 511~==== 479.- 461 
438 

1267 
260 
253 
247 

196 
193 
190 
188 

150 
103 
78 
70 I 
69 1 
60 I 
55 I 
51 1 
42 1 

1
39 l8 
6 I 

.A. 
283 

Non-exhaustive 

The global average is "'283 

philanthropic organizations 
per million capita 

The UAE is home to 98% less 
organizations than the sampled 

average (39 countries across 
Europe, Asia, and the Americas) 

2Source: Global Philanthropy Report, Hauser Institute for Civil Society, Harvard Kennedy School. The report investigates a small sample of 39 countries. 
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FE2.. Policies governing fiscal incentives for giving in the UAE are few - benchmark 
FEl. 

FE3. 

nations offer generous tax incentives and some even mandate corporate giving Incentives for Giving 

Global Philanthropy Environment Index 2018 (score out of 5) 

North/Western Tax Incentives Globally (Illustrative) 
Europe 

• Most economies in the US & Canada, as well as Northern and 
Eastern Asia Western Europe, have favorable policies that benefit donors; e.g.: 

East & South B.t::. USA CARES Act, est. in 2020, exempts individuals from 
Europe 

income taxes up to 100% of their cash donation, if given to a -
Sub Saharan Africa qualified charity 

France offers an income tax reduction of 66% the value of aMENA 
gift (up to 20% of donor's income) 

South/Southeast 
Asia UK offers an income tax reduction of 20 - 45% the value of a 

gift, depending on an individual's tax rate 
Latin America 

• Mauritius, India, and Nepal are the only three countries to legally
Central Asia, 
South Caucasus mandate corporate social responsibility; e.g.: 

~ India mandated businesses with revenue of more than $155 
Source: Lilly Family School of Philanthropy 

~ million to give away 2% of their profit to charity annually 
1Tax incentives are defined as: (1) Fiscal incentives for individuals making charitable donations domestically; and (2) Fisca l incent ives for organizations 
receiving domestic donations 

• The Global Philanthropy Environment Index measures tax incentives 
Tax lncentives1 

3.8 by monitoring laws regulating income tax ... 
0 1 2 3 4 

4.25 

• The UAE's high score does not reflect a presence of sufficient fiscal 
incentives to motivate giving, but instead reflects the absence of 

US & Canada federal income tax on individuals/organizations4.7y • 
UAE The UAE's score is likely to fall due to absence of VAT incentives 
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FE2.. Few evidence-based philanthropy resources are available to inform giving in the 
FEl. 

FE3. 

UAE, unlike the US which utilizes them to encourage strategic philanthropy Data, Resources, Talent 

rn.... 
QJ 

"O 
QJ 
u.. 

US Formal reporting structures 

• USA IRS Form 990: An informational tax form that most tax-exempt organizations must file annually. The form 
provides an overview of the organization's activities, governance, and detailed financial information. 

rn 
C 
0 
·..:; 
rn 
N 

C 
rn 
e_.o 
0 

rn 
C 
:::i 

E 
E 
0 u 

US Philanthropic Research Centers ~ 
. Indiana University, Lilly School of Philanthropy: 

aims to increase the understanding of philanthropy111
PHILANTHROPY and improves its practice worldwide through 

research, teaching, and civic engagement. 
• University of Pennsylvania, Center for High Impact @ Philanthropy: provides evidence-based and 

TlwCrfll.-r 
r,... lh,gli lr,.M.1 actional guidance for individuals interested in 

F111Lu•t.-1 I)~ 

impact philanthropy through public channels. 

-
US Community Outreach ~ 

Global Philanthropy Forum: a peer-learningCi'~ .onth'::::) network of philanthropists and social investors \'.:IT( committed to advancing international causes. 

o · The Hurst Lecture Series: sponsored by the Hurst 
Family Foundation and hosted by Aspen Institute to 

HURST= present lectures by inspiring leaders. 

• The Mays Family Institute on Diverse 

~ Philanthropy: runs a Diverse Speaker Series 
featuring national philanthropy leaders in the US.IUPUI 

~ US Non-profit Rating Bureaus 

• Variety of non-profit rating bureaus, including: 

Give E3Well 
GUlDESTAK 

Charity Charity Give Well Guide Glass 
Navigator Watch Start Pockets 

US Role Models 

Clinton Foundation: contributed more than $125m 
in project investments across five Caribbean islands 

Rockefeller Foundation: founded the first schools 
of public health in the early 20t h century 

Others include: 

t --, CARN EGIE BILL&MEUNDA Bloomberg
j ENDOWMENT FOR Phil hr . 

....,. INTERNATIONAL PEACE GATES foundation ant op1es 

® FORDFOUNDATION MacArthur Foundation 
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FE2.. Multiple US universities, for example, offer philanthropy-related educational 
FEl. 

FE3. 

programs, supporting talent development within the sector Data, Resources, Talent 

• Philanthropy Studies has been a growing field in academia, with at least 75 American graduate 
schools offering degrees in Philanthropy since the 1990s1. 

• Education in philanthropy increases the number of specialists and experts capable of working in 
the field. 

Dedicated 
US universities Ivy league 

I 
Philanthropy school 

Stanford 
University 

Programs Berkeley Stanford Columbia Princeton UPenn Indiana U 

Non-profit 
management 

Development 
Economics 

Public 
Administratio 
n 

Public Policy 

Philanthropic 
Studies 

../ Research enter 
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